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AR Instructions

Create an engaging new way of delivering informa-
tional content to new makers, through the use of 

iPad based Augmented Reality.

To create more engaging, e�ective, and 
searchable instructions, we build ARIn-
structions, an instruction platform that 
leverages Augmented Reality to create in-
structions that are anchored spatially to 
speci�cally parts of a machine. Maker-
space users can view these instructions for 
di�erent machines, and makerspace ad-
ministrators can create custom instruc-
tions as new machines come and go. 

In this mode, users see a slideshow view, 
where each “slide” is a 3D view of the 
world. Within each “slide”, users can import 
images, write text, or draw arrows. These 
objects can be dragged around to be spa-
tially situated in a location relevant to the 
task they describe.

In this view, users can scroll through the 
slideshow to see the various steps pop up 
in the world around them. They can also 
click on parts of the machine to bring up 
instructions related to that part.

• High levels of engagement with AR in-
structions: both users and specialists 
called it “magical”
• Users found it easy to see where tasks 
should be completed
• Design specialists noted how easy it was 
to create instructions using our interface

• Instructions were often confusing, as 
they would sometimes float away or be 
off the mark
• Instructions were confusing due to lack 
of depth cues/occlusion 
• Both specialists and users commented 
that doing tasks one handed while using 
the iPad was difficult

• AR is an extremely engaging medium 
for spatial learning
• AR based AR instruction creation was  
flexible and user friendly: Design special-
ists were able to create usable instruc-
tions with minimal onboarding
• We found AR Instructions are most 
suited for large-scale content, (eg: tours) 
not precise instructions on small ma-
chines due to AR usability constraints
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